
head to get up to my knees of that tremeaduous statue . Oh, dozens -

hundreds of images there today in ancient Thebes. "1 will destroy the idols

and cause the images to cease out of Thebes." Well, I came up to a building

there. Maybe the * width would be as wide as from here to the back of this

room. The length of it would be as long as this room, perhaps a little bit

longer, and the heightk about the heightk of this room. This room stood

there , and there " was only an entrance at one end of it. I came up

to that entrance. There was a man in a long , white gown it sitting there.

I stepped up to him, handed him my permit from the Egyptian department of

antiquities , he took it and looked at it, eeepe stepped to the door, took

his key and opened it, and we *tepped into a room that occupied about one

third of the space, and t in this room there were were a row of columns on

both sides, nothing else in the room. You could dimly see in it , because

all the light that came in was from that door at the end. Then we stepped

through a door into the next room which was about the same size, again

with columns on each side, nothing in the middle. The only light that

came inthrough that door and through the next door, so you could still see

your way around, but not very clearly. Then we step through the next door

to the third in the room there, and it was pitch dark in there . He took

a little taper and lighted it and held it up and there at that end of the

room was what looked like a pulpit, only about this only flat at the top

and on t1a that was lighted a life size statue of the monkey headed god,

an idol which was there at the time of Ezekiel and long before and remained

there to this day, and there are dozens , perhaps hundreds of idols which

are still there today in ancient Thebes. But this doesn't say,"I will destroy

the idols and cause the images to cease in Thebes, It says that of Memphis.

Well, what happened in Memphis? Well, Ezekiel wrote this statement and a

thousand years passed, and a thousand years after Ezekiel wrote thisstateaent

you could have gone to ancient Thebes and there w you would find great pap
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